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Highly pathogenic avian influenza virus (HPAIV) H5N1 continues to circulate in poultry and 
wild birds causing considerable concem for public and veterinary health 1n Asia, Europe 
and Africa. Transmission of HPAI H5N1 virus from poultry or wild birds to large felids and 
domestic cats have been reported in seven countries. The role of cats in adaptation of HPAI 
H5N1 virus to mammals and vaccination regimens to eventually protect cats, however 
remain to be elucidated. We show that cats can be proteelad against Iethai high dose 
challenge infection by an inactivated, adjuvanted heterologous H5N6 avian Influenza wus 
vaccine. Vaccination of cats resulted in the development of neutralizing antibodies. 
prevented clinical signs and inhibited or greatly reduced virus excretion. ln vaccinated cats 
viral RNA was detected in several organs incl. CNS, liver and lung on day 21 p.i. We were 
not able to isolate virus from these organs and therefore it appears unlikely that the animaJs 
became persistently infected and continued viral replication at low Ieveis even though we 
can not fully rule out this possibility. 
ln non-vaccinated cats challenge infection resulted in high fever, severe systemic dinical 
symptoms and excretion of infectious virus. Low dose exposure resulted in asymptomatic 
infections, development of antibodies and minimal virus excretion. As diseased cats can 
transmit the infection to na'ive contact animals, the epidemiological role of H5N1 infected 
cats in endemically infected areas as a link between wild birds, poultry and humans needs 
close inspection. 
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Background: Viral evolutlon 1n HCV is 1nfluenced by host immune pressure selecting for 
.. ra variants 10 targeted epitopes. The degree to wh1ch mutational escape is reproducible in 
subjects sharing the same HLA-allele is still unclear. The aim of the current study is to 
address the impact of MHC class 1-associated selectlon pressure on the evolution of HCV 
NS3 in the East German cohort infected by a single source (genotype 1 b) from 
contaminated Anti-0 immune globulins 10 1978. 
Methods: The NS3 gene is amplified and sequenced from HLA-typed chronically infected 
subjects 20 years after infection. Dlfferences from the source sequence (AD78) are 
dassified 10to torward and backward mutallans (away or towards consensus). An analysis 
algonthm that allows detection of assoc1ations between sequence mutations and presence 
of d1stinct HLA-alleles will be utilized. 
Results: We currentJy have analyzed sequences from 30 subjects and identified strong 
associations between mutat1ons in three previously described CD8 epitopes (S35-1359, 
88-1395 and A2-1406) and the corresponding restricting HLA-allele suggesting 
reproducible selection pressure on these epitope regions. lnlerestingly, the source 
sequence harbored already a stable subslltution (K1406Q) in one epitope (A2-1406) that 
contains a strong "HLA-footprint• suggesting that this region was reproducibly targeted 
despite its difference from the described prolotype epitope sequence. 
Condusion: Immune driven evolution is reproducible in some CD8 epitopes in this single 
source outbreak. lnterestingly, a strong "HLA-footprint" even in an epitope that differs from 
the described prolotype sequence was detected. This highlights the plasticity of the T cell 
response against HCV. 
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